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Most CFI-type (Qontinuous forest Inventory) forest inventories are designed 
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and sample size determined to meet precision levels established for the measurement 
of overstory characteristics such as volume, basal area, and growth. This same 
sample design and size is often also used for measurement of understory vegetation 
characteristics, including regeneration. This procedure raises doubts concerning 
such an inventory's adequacy in providing useable estimates of understory vegetation 
characteristics, especially forest regeneration. 

In an effort to study this question of adequacy, an evaluation of data collected 
in 1959 and 1964 from a CFI-type inventory at the Cloquet Forest Research Center 
was carried out. The data analyzed were collected from 354 milacre plots which were 
established 10 feet north of the major plot center stake. Measurements on these 354 
plots in both 1959 and 1964 consisted of number of stems, height, and species for 
all regeneration on the plot. The class of regeneration, seedling or sapling, was 
also recorded. Seedlings were those trees from 0-2 inches DBHob and saplings from 
2-4 inches DBHob. These data were used to evaluate the regeneration inventory and 
to seek an answer to the specific question: can the regeneration information 
collected on a CFI-type forest inventory provide useable estimates of regeneration, 
seedlings and/or saplings, by species on a total forest basis and for selected cover 
types, size classes, and density classes? 

The criteria for useable estimates is dependent upon the desired level of 
precision needed for an estimate. A convenient manner of expressing such levels 
of precision is a statement of a percentage error of the mean at a certain prob
ability level; e.g., ±10% at .95 probability. It is obvious that the more important 
the estimate is the higher the degree of precision required. The level of precision 
chosen for this evaluation was ±10% at .80 probability. 

After a few initial calculations it was apparent that the estimates of regenera
tion would not meet this level of precision even on a total forest basis. Therefore, 
the decision was made to determine the number of mil acre plots required to obtain 
estimates of varying degrees of precision for two different probability levels using 
this data as a basis for these calculations. These initial calculations' also 
indicated that any estimates of regeneration on other than a total forest basis 
would require such large samples that they would be dropped from further consideration. 
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The following table shows the theoretical number of milacre sample plots 
required to achieve the various levels of precision for estimates of seedling, 
saplings and total regeneration. These are shown for both 1959 and 1964 based upon 
data for these respective years. The table shows that to obtain an estimate of the J 

mean number of saplings with an error ±10% at the .95 probability level 2,481 milacre 
plots would be required based on the 1959 data. For 1964 data, 2,802 milacre plots 
would be required for the same precision. 

Interpolating from this table it can be seen that the estimates of total 
regeneration at P = .80 was about ±ll% and ±13% for 1959 and 1964, respectively. 

In summary, estimates of forest regeneration based on small plots and small 
sample sizes as generally taken with CFI do not provide levels of precision which 
are adequate. This is especially true for estimates for various breakdowns, e.g., 
cover type, etc. Precision could be improved by enlarging the size of the regen
eration plot and/or establishing more than one regeneration sample per overstory 
sample. 

TABLE 

Required Sample Size for Sapling, Seedling, and Total Regeneration 

for Total Forest by Year and Desired Precision Levels. 

Year: 1959 

P = .95 P = .80 
10% 15% 20% 10% 15% 20% 

Saplings 2481 1099 618 1058 469 264 

Seedlings 1042 466 262 444 199 112 

Total 849 377 144 362 161 91 

Year: 1964 

P = .95 P = .80 
10% 15% 20% 10% 15% 20% 

Saplings 2802 1234 693 1195 526 296 

Seedlings 1669 740 416 712 316 177 

Total 1244 554 312 531 236 133 
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